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INTRODUCTION
The geologic evolution of Earth is vastly different
from that of other planets. The surface of Earth is
undergoing constant change; new crust is continually
formed at mid-oceanic ridges and old crust is resorbed
into the mantle at subduction zones; high ground is
eroded by running water and the erosion products
transported across the surface to be deposited in low
areas; the surface rocks are chemically altered by interaction with the atmosphere and hydrosphere, and the
weathered products become buried and reconstituted
to form new high-temperature assemblages. O n other
terrestrial planets, with the only possible exception of
Venus, because we know so little about it, the pace
of geologic activity is orders of magnitude slower.
Earth's distinctive geologic features and processes
are the result primarily of plate tectonics-the lateral
movement of large, rigid lithospheric plates with respect to one another-and the presence of a relatively
thick atmosphere and hydrosphere. Life may have also
had a secondary effect, by changing the chemistry of
the atmosphere and near-surface waters. The results
of plate tectonics are deformation, magmatic activity,
and slow mixing of materials within the outer few hundred kilometers of the planet. The action of water
tends to reduce surface relief and to redistribute and
fractionate surface materials. Neither of the two processes appears to have operated on other planets for
any significant length of time. There may have been
incipient plate tectonics on Venus (Phillips et al.,
198I), and water may occasionally have flowed across
the surface of Mars, but in neither case were these
processes sufficiently sustained to produce global
modifications of the surface.

The intent of this chapter is to provide some basic
information about Earth and the nature of the geologic processes that have resulted in its present configuration so that its style of geologic activity can be
contrasted with the other planets. The perspective is
global. Specific processes such as sediment transport,
generation of magma, and weathering are discussed
only insofar as is necessary for depiction of the general
geologic framework. The emphasis is on the forces
that control the evolution of the entire planet and give
Earth its distinctive geology. Plate tectonics is discussed in some detail because of its importance in
understanding Earth's present tectonic framework,
although to what extent plate tectonics has operated
throughout the planet's history is still very uncertain.
The early history of Earth also receives special emphasis because of its importance in understanding how
Earth set off on an evolutionary path so different from
that of the other planets. The chapter is somewhat
shorter than the others because the subject has been
treated so extensively elsewhere, and many of the
sources quoted are secondary because of the vast
literature on Earth.
This section starts with a few general comments
about the topography and physiography of the surface and then goes on to an account of plate tectonics.
This mostly concerns the planet's recent history, although the discussion concludes with some extrapolations back 600 million years. Next follows an examination of Earth's interior, followed by a review of various
theories for the origin of Earth. Earth's early history
is then discussed and this leads us through the Archean
and Proterozoic Eons up to the start of the Paleozoic
Era where the plate tectonics section left off. The
chapter concludes with a brief examination of the
evolution of the atmosphere and hydrosphere.
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GENERAL PROPERTIES
Earth is slightly pear-shaped with an average
equatorial radius of 6378 km and an average polar
radius of 6275 km. The most distinctive feature of the
surface is the division into land and sea. Only 29 percent of the solid surface is exposed; the rest is under
water. The land is also unevenly distributed, with over
65 percent in the northern hemisphere. To emphasize
the asymmetry, dividing Earth into two hemispheres,
one with a pole near Spain at O0 longitude, 38ON, and
the other with a pole near New Zealand, puts 81 percent of the land on the Spain-centered hemisphere.
The distribution of land and sea roughly corresponds
to the distribution of continental and oceanic crust.
However, because the sea extends onto the continental
margins, the fraction of Earth's surface that is continent (41 percent) significantly exceeds that which is
land.
The continents can be divided into three main components: (1) shield areas which consist mostly of exposed, highly deformed and metamorphosed Precambrian (>570 million years old) rocks, (2) platform
areas, where the shieldlike basement is covered with
a relatively thin (generally < 2 km) veneer of mostly
unmetamorphosed deposits of late Precambrian or
younger age, and (3) linear ranges of highly folded
and metamorphosed Phanerozoic rocks. These are in
two main belts, one around the Pacific (Andes,
Rockies, Alaska, Japan, and Philippines) and the
other extending roughly east-west, south of Eurasia
(Alps, Turkey, Iran, Himalayas, and Indonesia).
The oceans can similarly be divided into three main
components. The deep ocean basins constitute around
40 percent of the sea floor. They range in depth from
4 to 6 km and have low gradients broken only by an
occasional volcanic mountain. The second major component consists of broad ridges that form an interconnected global network. The axes of the ridges are sites
of plate divergence, where new lithosphere is currently
being formed. Most ridges are 1000 to 4000 km across
with elevations 1-2 km above the floors of the ocean
basins. Along their axes is commonly a rift valley. The
third and deepest parts of the oceans are within ocean
trenches. These form where plates converge, and one
plate dips under the other, dragging down the ocean
floor. Examples are the Kermadec-Tonga trench north
of New Zealand, and the Java trench south of Java
and Sumatra.
The relief forms of Earth are thus mainly linearmountain chains of folded and metamorphosed rocks,

ocean ridges, and ocean trenches, separated by areas
of low relief. This topographic style contrasts markedly with the other terrestrial planets on which circular impact structures dominate the landscape.
Earth's topography is also mostly young, which is the
reason why impact craters are rare. The ocean
trenches are forming today, the ocean floors are mostly
less than 200 million years old, and most of the extreme relief on the land results from volcanic and tectonic activity that occurred during the last 100 million
years. The high rates of volcanism and deformation
are complemented by high rates of erosion and deposition. Average erosion rates for North America are
estimated at 3 x
cmlyr (Menard, 1961). For comparison, erosion rates for the Chryse basin on Mars
are estimated at no more than
cmlyr (Arvidson
et al., 1979). Rates for Mercury and the Moon are
even lower.
The hypsometric curve for Earth is markedly bimodal with one peak at sea level and a second at 4
km below sea level (fig. 5.1). The first peak results
because 7 1 percent of the land is at an elevation within
1 km of sea level, a reflection of the efficacy of water
in reducing relief on the land. The second peak at
about 4 km below sea level is much broader than the
first and is an indication of the average depth of the
ocean basins. Extremes of elevations occur along plate
boundaries; the highest mountains occur where surface materials are folded and squeezed between convergent plates, and the deepest ocean trenches are at
subduction zones where one plate dips under another.
The total relief is about 20 km, measured from the
8.85-km summit of Mount Everest to a depth of 11
km in the Marianas trench. The relief is in large part
isostatically compensated. Topographic highs are at
least partly compensated by low density rocks at
depths. Similarly, topographic lows are partly compensated for by dense materials. Free-air gravity
anomalies are thus mostly small and the free-air gravity is only poorly correlated with topography, in contrast to the close correlation on the other terrestrial
planets. Most of the compensation appears to take
place within 35 km of the surface, the mean thickness
of the continental crust.
Most of the tectonic activity of Earth, as indicated
by both relief and earthquakes, is concentrated along
plate margins (fig. 5.2). A narrow zone of relatively
shallow earthquakes occurs along the axis of the
oceanic ridges. Subduction zones, where old oceanic
crust is being ingested into the mantle, are marked
by intense seismic activity, much of it in relatively deep
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Figure 5.1. Distribution of
areas of solid Earth according
to surface elevation. (A) Frequency distribution. ( B )
Cumulative hypsopraphic curve
(Wyllie, 1971).
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Figure 5.2. Plot of earthquake epicentersfrom 1 9 6 1 to 1 9 6 7 (Baranzangi and Dorman, 1969). Most occur at plate junctions so their
locations outline plate boundaries.

( > 100 km) earthquakes. Transform faults, which
form where plates slide by one another, are characterized by relatively shallow earthquakes. From maps
of the incidence of earthquakes, therefore, the outline
of the lithospheric plates can readily be discerned (fig.
5.2). The northern and western boundaries of the
Pacific plate, for example, are delineated by seismic
activity along subduction zones; the eastern margin

is indicated by seismic activity along the western
margin of North America and along the East Pacific
Rise. Where two continents converge, as in the cases
of Africa-Arabia and India approaching the southern
edge of Eurasia, seismic activity is spread over a broad
belt and plate boundaries are not clearly marked.
Volcanic activity is also concentrated along plate
boundaries. Of the more than 800 volcanoes active
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today, over 75 percent are along subduction zones that
form the "ring of fire" around the Pacific. Volcanoes
are also common along other convergent margins as
in Indonesia, the Caribbean, and the Mediterranean.
The distribution of active volcanoes may, however,
be misleading as far as indicating where most volcanic
activity occurs. Almost certainly most volcanism is
along the mid-oceanic ridges, where high rates of volcanic activity have resulted in formation of the entire
ocean floor within the last 200 million years. However,
activity on the ridges is generally not localized at a
point. Volcanoes on the ridges rarely rise above sea
level, as in Iceland, so that named volcanoes astride
oceanic ridges constitute only a small fraction of all
the volcanoes known. Intra-plate volcanoes, such as
those in Hawaii, are even less common.
The relatively high rates of geologic activity coupled
with interaction of the surface materials with the atmosphere and hydrosphere result in recycling of materials at rates that are comparable with, or shorter
than, the age of Earth. Materials at or near the surface are reworked by the processes of weathering erosion, transport, deposition, metamorphism and so
forth, but there is also a much longer term, deeper
seated recycling caused by subduction of the lithosphere into the mantle and regeneration of lithosphere
at spreading centers.
As a result of the recycling, the crust can be envisaged as an array of different sized reservoirs (carbonates, shales, granites, oceans, etc.) with different
elements moving from reservoir to reservoir on different time scales. Each element has a characteristic
residence time in a given reservoir that depends on
the amount of the element in the reservoir and the
rate at which it is added and removed. Sodium, for
example, has a residence time of lo8 years in the
oceans, whereas iron may have a residence time of
only a few hundred years (Siever, 1974). Quartz is
recycled relatively rapidly, with the average quartz
grain retracing its path through the geologic cycle
every lo8 years (Pettijohn et al., 1972). Clearly the
average residence t h e of quartz in the various crustal
reservoirs (mainly sandstone) is comparable to or less
than this. O n most other planetary bodies, 10 being
the only exception, recycling rates are far slower, and
average residence times probably far exceed the life
of the planet.
Accompanying the relatively near surface cycling
of materials within the lithosphere is a much larger
scale recycling of parts of the lithosphere through the
upper mantle. Seismic tracing of subducted plates sug-

gests that the outer 300-350 km of the mantle, or
150 x lo9 km3, absorbs most of the ingested
lithosphere. Assuming an average subduction rate of
2 cmlyr, a 100-km-thick lithosphere, and 29 000 km
as the length of the subduction zones, Siever (1974)
estimated that 58 km3 of lithosphere is ingested each
year. At this rate, complete turnover of material down
to a depth of 350 km would take around 3 billion
years, or almost the age of the planet. If the turnover
depth is greater, the turnover rate is even slower.
Earthquakes are detected to 700 km depth in some
subducted zones, and mixing with the deeper mantle
may occur.
Subduction involves mostly oceanic crust (and
upper mantle) but Armstrong (1968), Armstrong and
Hein (1973), and O'Nions et al. (1979) argued that
continental crust is also recycled. Their arguments are
based on the strontium, lead, and neodymium isotope
record, which indicates some degree of equilibration
of isotopes between continental crust and mantle.
Acknowledging that continental crust is not normally
subducted because of its buoyancy, they suggested that
recycling is effected by subduction of sediments derived from the continents and deposited on the ocean
floor. They further argued that the rate of recycling
of the continental crust has slowed with time and that
most of the continental crust formed early in the
history of the planet ( > 3 billion years ago).

PLATE TECTONICS
Our present perception of the geology of the Earth
is dominated by the theory of plate tectonics. It provides a unifying framework within which all the numerous aspects of geology, from the chemistry of lavas
to sedimentation rates, from styles of deformation to
faunal migrations, assume a comprehensible whole.
In essence, the outer rind of Earth is perceived as being divided into rigid plates that move laterally with
respect to one another. Where plates diverge, at the
mid-oceanic ridges, new materials form; where plates
converge, at ocean trenches, near-surface materials
may be ingested into the hotter mantle below; where
plates slide by one another, large transform faults
occur. There are at present six plates of continental
dimensions or larger, and many smaller plates.

Formulation of the Theory
The theory of plate tectonics has had a revolutionary
impact on geology. The story of how the theory
evolved has been recounted in detail elsewhere
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(Hallam, 1973; Condie, 1976; Wilson, 1968; Dewey,
1972; Wyllie, 1971) and is summarized only briefly
here. Although the theory was formulated mainly in
the 1960s, elements had been perceived much earlier.
It was not until abundant paleomagnetic and seismic
data became available and a vigorous exploration of
the sea floor undertaken that the entire system could
be visualized. As early as the mid-nineteenth century
Snider (1858) published maps showing Africa and
South America joined and attached to the other continents to form a single land mass which he suggested
had broken apart in the great biblical flood. Taylor
(1910) proposed that creep of Earth's crust was the
cause of most of the mountain chains of Earth, and
his maps of creep directions are remarkably similar
to the present-day maps of plate motions. Wegener
was, however, the most influential of the early
"mobilists," publishing his ideas in several papers including the widely read book The Origin ofthe Continents
and Oceans. In this book he postulated that before the
Mesozoic era, all the continents formed one large
supercontinent Pangaea. During the Mesozoic, the
mass started to break up and the pieces slowly drifted
apart to their present positions. Wegener's ideas met
considerable resistance, particularly in North America, and although they were subsequently elaborated
on and refined by various geologists (Du Toit, 1937;
Holmes, 1944) before the second world war, they were
never widely accepted. It was not until acquisition of
paleomagnetic data in the 1950s that continental drift
started to gain some respectability in the geologic
community.
Many rocks become permanently magnetized as
they form and so record the relative position of the
magnetic pole at the time of their formation. By the
mid-1950s techniques had been developed whereby
these fossil directions of magnetization could be
measured on a range of rock types. Pioneering work
by groups at Cambridge and the University of London showed a systematic shift of magnetic pole position with time (Blackett et al., 1960). Moreover, the
pattern of the shift was different on the different continents, suggesting that the relative positions of the
continents had changed. The most plausible explanation of the observations was continental drift
(Runcorn, 1962). A puzzling aspect of these early
~ a l e o m a ~ n e tresults
ic
was the mixed polarity of the
directions of magnetization but this was shortly resolved as Cox et al. (1963) showed that Earth's magnetic field reverses polarity on a relatively short time
scale, an observation that was to play a crucial role

in achieving an understanding of the growth of the
oceans.
Meanwhile a vigorous exploration of the sea floor
had begun. The vast system of interconnected midoceanic ridges had been discovered, and the ridges
were found to be sites of high heat flow, active seismicity, local volcanism, and rifting. Mapping of the
ridge system and its unique properties stimulated Hess
(1962) to propose sea-floor spreading. H e suggested
that the ridges mark the positions of upwelling in the
mantle, and that new crust forms at the ridges and
is carried away on either side. Old oceanic crust, he
proposed, is destroyed in the deep oceanic trenches.
Most of the ocean floors are thus relatively young,
having formed as a result of relatively recent volcanic
activity along the ridges.
Hess' ideas received strong support from paleomagnetic data. As noted above, periodic reversals of
Earth's magnetic field had been conclusively demonstrated. Extensive surveying of the ocean floor revealed
magnetic anomalies with a characteristic striped
pattern adjacent to all the ridges examined. Vine and
Matthews (1963) suggested that the magnetic
anomalies were a record of the magnetic reversals that
had occurred while the ocean floor was being formed.
The floor in effect acted as a slowly moving tape
recorder, maintaining a record of fluctuations in
Earth's magnetic field from the present backwards in
time, and could be used to calculate the spreading
rates. Thus the stage was set for formulation of the
theory of plate tectonics.
Wilson (1965) proposed that the mobile belts of
Earth, where much of the deformation, seismic, and
volcanic activity occur, are interconnected and divide
Earth's surface into several large rigid plates. He identified three types of mobile belts: mountain ranges,
including island arcs; mid-oceanic ridges; and faults
with large horizontal displacements. The faults he
called transform faults since they transform the
horizontal motions accompanying sea-floor spreading
at the ridges and compressions at the island arcs into
horizontal shear. Morgan (1968) and McKenzie and
Parker (1967) took these ideas and analyzed the plate
motions in quantitative terms by means of a theorem
of Euler. The theorem states that motion of a rigid
block on a sphere can be described by rotation about
a single axis through the center of the sphere and that
the amount of displacement of any part of the block
varies according to its angular distance from the rotation pole. They asserted that spreading rates along the
mid-oceanicridges should vary in a systematicway with
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respect to the rotation poles of the rigid blocks. There
followed a rapid testing of this theory against observed
spreading rates, seismic activity, and location of plate
boundaries. Variations in spreading rates predicted
for the mid-Atlantic and the Indian ocean ridges were
confirmed by direct observation (Heirtzler et al.,
1968). Le Pichon (1968) used the spreading rates and
the directions of shear on transform faults to identify
six major plates and their rotations with respect to one
another. H e was also able to trace the motions on a
global scale back 70 million years. Meanwhile Isacks
et al. (1968) had reinterpreted global seismic data in
light of the new theory. They distinguished the rigid
lithosphere from the more mobile underlying asthenosphere and showed that the seismic data were consistent with tension along the mid-ocean ridges, shear
along the transform faults, and downbuckling of the
lithosphere under island arcs. They identified the
major zones of underthrusting and the directions of
motions of the lithosphere into the regions now known
as subduction zones. With these papers most of the
major elements of plate tectonic theory were perceived,
and the path of geology since that time has been largely
a reinterpretation of all aspects of the field in light of
the new theory.
Present View

Earth's surface appears to consist of several rigid
plates of lithosphere delineated by the major earthquake belts (fig. 5.2). The lithosphere consists of both
upper mantle and crust, and any one plate may contain both continental and oceanic crust. Plate boundaries do not necessarily coincide with continental
boundaries, although some do; the continents are
simply rafted along with the rest of the crust. The
lithospheric plates slide over the more mobile asthenosphere, mostly at rates between 1 and 10 cmlyear,
although the rates may be as high as 20 cmlyr. The
plates range
- in thickness from a few kilometers under
the mid-oceanic ridges to more than one hundred
kilometers under the continents. The lower boundary
of the plates is not a compositional boundary but a
mechanical one. The thin lithosphere close to the
ridges yields by ductile flow at a relatively shallow
depth because of the high heat flows; as the lithosphere
is carried away from the ridges it cools and thickens,
as ductile flow occurs at greater depths. In the Pacific
basin, for example, 50-million-year-old lithosphere is
60 km thick, and 100-million-year-old lithosphere is
85 km thick (Leeds et al., 1974).

At the mid-oceanic ridges, where the plates diverge,
new oceanic crust and upper mantle is formed at the
plate's trailing edges. Heat flow at the ridge crest is
mostly in excess of 6 pcal/cm2/sec as compared with
around 1 pcal/cm2/sec for oceanic crust 150 million
years old (Sclater et al., 1980). Sclater and Francheteau (1970) suggested that the relief on the ridges
is caused largely by thermal expansion of mantle materials as a result of the anomalously high heat flows
and consequent high subsurface temperatures. The
ridges are commonly offset by transform faults that
are also the sites of shallow (< 50 km) earthquakes.
The most voluminous volcanic rocks erupted along
the mid-oceanic ridges are low-K tholeiitic basalts. As
the rocks cool through the Curie point for most magnetic minerals (500-600' C), they become magnetized
along the ambient field direction and are carried away
from the ridge preserving a record of the eruption
history. The ridge tholeiites generally have relatively
high A1203 and C r compared with island and continental tholeiites and relatively low K, Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba,
ratios, mostly
Zr, U, Th, and REE, and low Sr87/Sr86
in the range of 0.702 to 0.704 (Kay et al., 1970; Peterman and Hedge, 1971). While drill cores have not
been obtained to any great depths on the ridges, sections of oceanic crust probably are preserved in the
so-called ophiolite sequences found in many mountain belts (table 5.1). The sequences start with
ultramafic igneous rocks at the base. These pass upward into gabbro, then into the sheeted complexes of

Table 5.1. Typical Ophiolite Sequence

Rock type

Interpretation

Cherts and reconstructed sea-floorsediments
clays
Basaltic lavas and pillow
lavas

Lavas mostly erupted at
mid-oceanic ridges

Diabase dikes and sills

Feeders for the mid-0ceani.c
ridge eruptions

Gabbros

Rocks formed within
magma chambers below
the mid-oceanic ridges

Cumulus peridotite

Rocks formed by crystal
fractionation in the magma
chamber

Sheared peridotite

Mantle rocks from the
magma chamber walls
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closely spaced diabase dikes, and ultimately into
tholeiitic pillow lava. The latter may be overlain by
sedimentary rocks that are presumably deposited on
the ocean floor. The ophiolite sequences are believed
to be pieces of ocean floor that originally formed along
the mid-oceanic ridges, but later were thrust onto the
continent at a zone of convergence.
New plates form as old ones start to break up and
drift apart. The rift valleys of Africa are, for example, believed to form along a zone of incipient divergence and are characterized by updoming, rifting, and
volcanism. The continental-rift volcanic rocks are generally enriched in alkalis and rare earths in contrast
to the alkali poor oceanic tholeiites. Silica-rich members such as trachyte and rhyolite are also much more
common than along the mid-oceanic rises. The distinctive chemistry of the continental-rift volcanics probably results largely from their depth of origin (Green,
1972b); the continental magmas form at relatively
great depths (> 70 km) below a relatively cool and
thick continental lithosphere, whereas the rise tholeiites
have a relatively shallow depth of origin. The various
alkali-rich magmas may form by removal of varying
amounts of olivine, pyroxene, and garnet from the
deep-seated melts (Green and Ringwood, 1968). Contamination of the magmas with the continental rocks
may also add to the magmatic variety of the rift volcanic~.The rift valleys are also sites of clastic sedimentation, with possible formation of red beds, and sites
of temporary lakes or arms of the sea, with accompanying formation of evaporites.
If separation continues, then oceanic crust forms
between the diverging continental masses and a series
of distinct geologic environments are ultimately
formed, as typified by the margins of the Atlantic
Ocean. The former edge of the continent survives as
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the continental slope. Along the slope, the rifts and
coarse clastic debris that formed during the early stages
of separation are buried by younger, fine-grained sediments and turbidites. O n the ocean side of the continental slope, mud, clay, and organic ooze bury the
newly formed oceanic crust. Toward the continent,
sedimentary sequences consisting of shallow-water
sandstone, shale, and limestone, which are typical of
quiet sedimentary environments, are deposited on the
shelf. Being within a moving plate, the shelf experiences little tectonic or volcanic activity as it is passively
rafted away from the divergent zone at the midoceanic ridge.
At convergent plate junctions, geologic activity is
far more complicated and varied. It is the processes
at these junctions that ultimately result in the linear
mountain chains and metamorphic belts of the world.
The simplest form of convergent junction is one where
a plate with oceanic crust rides under another plate
(fig. 5.3). Complications arise when continents or
island arcs are carried into the subduction zone to encounter the opposing plate. The continent or arc materials are relatively buoyant and so resist subduction.
The horizontal motion of the plates is therefore translated into intense compression near the surface, overthrusting, and possibly a reversal in the direction of
subduction. Deformation becomes extreme when two
continental blocks collide, as in the case of India and
Asia. Because the continental crust resists subduction,
a substantial fraction of the continents survive from
early in the planet's history and the continents may
have grown periodically as new material was welded
to the old in the convergence zones.
Consuming plate margins may be either along the
edge of a continent, as along the west coast of South
America, or along island arcs separated from the conArc-rear area
(Continent or ocean
basin)

I
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Sedimentation
low TIP metamorphism
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Figure 5.3. Generalized section across an
arc-trench system showing the relation of
magmatism and metamorphism to the subduction zone (Hallam, 1973; after Dickinson, 1 9 7 1 ~ ) .
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tinents by marginal seas, as in the western Pacific.
A trench, usually 5-8 km deep, normally forms where
the plate being consumed dips under the opposing
plate, and movement of the subducted slab can be
traced to considerable depths by means of earthquakes. The earthquake hypocenters generally are
located in a tabular volume, the Benioff zone, that
dips under the arc or continental margin at a wide
range of angles, but averaging around 45O. In some
cases, as in the Mariana and Tonga arcs, and along
the west coast of South America, earthquakes are
detected in the Benioff zone to depths of 700 km; along
other subduction zones such as the Aleutians, the
earthquakes are mostly at depths less than 300 km.
First motions of the earthquakes indicate tension
within the slab near the axis of the trench and compression at greater depths (Oliver et al., 1973). In
some arcs, as under the North Island of New Zealand,
a gap in the Benioff zone suggests that a piece of lithosphere has detached from the main slab (Isacks et al.,
1968; Oliver et al., 1973).
As the downgoing slab moves into the subduction
zone, pelagic sediments and slivers of oceanic crust
are scraped off the downgoing plate and stacked in
a sheared, telescoped sequence or melange on the opposing side of the trench. As the sequence is compressed and buried, it is metamorphosed under conditions of relatively low temperature, but high pressure, to form rocks typically of the blueschist or low
greenschist facies. Such sequences can be recognized
in the fossil record as a heterogeneous, sheared rock
mass in which blocks of diverse types including greywacke, chert, greenstone, and serpentine are juxtaposed in an almost random fashion (Dickinson,
1971a,b). Also incorporated almost intact may be
ophiolite slices, representing the former ocean crust.
Typical of such melanges is the Franciscan Formation of California, most of which is believed to have
been plastered against the continental margin in a subduction zone parallel to the California coast in the
Mesozoic (Hamilton, 1969). The thick stack of lowdensity rocks of the trench causes a negative gravity
anomaly along its length, and if subduction slows or
ceases, the sequence will rise isostatically. The trench
area is also characterized by low heat flows because
of the presence of the cold downgoing lithospheric slab.
Beyond the trenches is a magmatic arc, which may
form a string of islands or, where located on continental crust, a thick stack of subaerial volcanic rocks. Between the arc and the trench is the so-called, arc-trench
gap, 75 to 275 km wide. This is a region of relatively

quiet sedimentation between the zone of deformation
just inside the trench and the active volcanic region
that constitutes the arc. Fossil arc-trench gap sequences are thus relatively unmetamorphosed sequences of sedimentary rocks, sandwiched between
the melanges of the subduction zone and the volcanics
of the arc. Toward the arc they grade laterally into
volcanic or volcaniclastic strata; the contact with the
melange rocks is generally tectonic.
The volcanic arcs themselves are generally about
75 km wide and the sites of both volcanism and intrusion of magma at depth. It is these arcs that make
up the "ring of fire" around the Pacific. The extrusive~are typically andesitic, and the intrusives are
granite and granodiorite, but variations occur. Where
the arc is built on oceanic crust, the volcanics may
contain significant amounts of tholeiitic basalt in addition to andesite; where the arc is on a continental
margin, significant amounts of dacitic and rhyolitic
products may be erupted. In general the K and Si content of the lavas of the arc increase with distance from
the trench (Dickinson, 197la). Much of the volcanism
of the arcs is pyroclastic. Some of the volcanic products
accumulate on the arcs in volcanic cones, but much
is also dispersed over wide areas as ash. Where the
arcs are deeply eroded, granite batholiths may be exposed together with metamorphic rocks of the upper
greenschist and amphibolite facies, which formed at
relatively high temperatures.
Myashiro (1972, 1973) noted that metamorphic
belts around the Pacific are commonly paired. One
belt contains minerals typical of low temperatures and
high pressures (glaucophane, lawsonite, aragonite,
and jadeite) and the other parallel belt contains
metamorphosed sediments and volcanics with minerals such as sillimanite, indicative of high temperatures. These two belts, he suggested, form respectively
at the trenches and the arcs, indicating which side of
a previous convergent junction was subducted.
The region behind the arc (away from the trench)
may evolve in two basically different ways. Behind
some arcs, such as Japan (the Marianas and the
Tonga-Kermadec chain) there is extension, and new
oceanic crust and ocean basins are formed there (fig.
5.4). Where such an arc was originally along a continental margin, the result of the extension can be
migration of the arc away from the continent to form
a marginal ocean basin (Karig, 1971). In contrast,
compression occurs behind other arcs, such as the
Andes, and rocks in a broad belt behind the arc are
folded and thrust onto the continental foreland (fig.
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Figure 5.4. Generalized cross section across the edge of a continent bordered by an island arc. New oceanic crust is created between the
arc and the continent by back-arc spreading (adapted from Dewey, 1979).

Figure 5.5. Generalized cross section of an active continental margin where subduction results in cordilleran style tectonics inland (adapted
from Dewey, 1979).

Asthenosphere

5.5). The reason for the different back-arc tectonic
environments is not clear. Coney (1971) proposed that
the broad belt of cordilleran folding and overthrusting
of Mesozoic age that extends down the western part
of North America was caused by active driving of the
continental North American plate over the underlying asthenosphere. H e suggested that had the plate
been stable with respect to the asthenosphere, island
arcs would have migrated off the continental margin,
and the cordilleran style of deformation would not
have occurred. Molnar and Atwater (1978), on the
other hand, demonstrated that back-arc spreading
occurs where relatively old ( > 100 million years)
lithosphere is being subducted, whereas cordilleran
style tectonics develop where young lithosphere is being subducted. They attribute the different styles to
differences in buoyancy of old and young lithosphere.
The processes occurring at island arcs and active
continental margins can, of themselves, lead to formation of mountain chains. However, many orogenic
belts are the result of additional complications, particularly where island arcs or continents that are rafted
along on moving plates encounter a subduction zone.
In these cases, passive continental margins of the

Atlantic-type are involved in the collisions. If the approaching continent meets oceanic crust of the opposing plate at the subduction zone, then oceanic crust
may be thrust up onto the continent (fig. 5.6) to form
a wedge of ophiolites as in Papua and New Caledonia.
Continued convergence of the two plates must then
result in reversal of the polarity of subduction, since
the continental crust cannot be subducted. The continental margin thus changes from a passive margin
to an active one with the oceanic crust thrust under
it. Alternatively, the approaching continental margin
may collide with an island arc at the subduction zone
so that island-arc volcanics and sediments are thrust
over the continental margin, which itself undergoes
compressional deformation. Again, if the convergent
motion is sustained, the polarity of the subduction
must change. Dewey and Bird (1970) suggested that
this occurred in north New Guinea in Miocene time.
In both cases new material may be welded onto the
continental margin.
The final major way in which mountains are built
is by collision of two continents; that is, where an inactive Atlantic-type of continental margin is driven
toward a subduction zone on an active continental
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(A)
Asthenosphere

Figure 5.6. Possible sequence of events when a continent rafted along on a plate being subducted encounters the subduction zone. Oceanic
crust is thrust onto the continental foreland as ophiolites (B) and ultimately the polariy of the subduction is reversed (C) (Dewey, 1979).

margin (fig. 5.7). Collision causes the continental
basement to be sheared and thrust in both directions
away from the join. Slivers of oceanic crust may also
be involved in the thrusting. The sediments on the
former continental shelf become compressed and
folded, then thrust to form gigantic nappes (detached
and recumbent folds). Rapid erosion of the trapped,
deformed, and uplifted rocks may result in deposition of a thick, sedimentary sequence composed of
mixed rock-types termed molasse, adjacent to the
growing pile of deformed rocks. Plutonic activity may
occur at depths below the massive pile to form granitic
batholiths. Eventually, the buoyancy of the continental
masses prevents further underthrusting and what is
left of the subducted plate may break off and sink into
the asthenosphere (Isacks et al., 1968). Relative motion between the two continents ceases and the global
motions of the plates must then become reorganized.
The present Himalayan mountain chain is the result
of such a continent-continent collision. India collided
with Asia along a former subduction zone, south of

Tibet, during the Cenozoic. A similar collision may
now be occurring in the Mediterranean, although here
the situation may be more complicated. Ophioliteblueschist zones are complexly interleaved with slivers
of continental crystalline rocks and folded sediments,
suggesting that several island arcs of microcontinents
may have been trapped between the converging
African and Eurasian masses (Dewey and Bird, 1970).
Mountain belts can thus form in a variety of ways.
New continental crust can be welded to old at active
margins and old continents can become welded together along so-called suture belts during continentcontinent collisions. These collisional events, which
result in reversal of the polarity of subduction or cessation of the relative motions of the two continental
masses, must cause episodic large-scale reorganization of plate shapes and motions. Furthermore, the
sizes and shapes of the plates are constantly changing as a general result of divergence and convergence.
The African plate, for example, is presently growing
larger as a result of spreading at the surrounding
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Figure 5.7. Possible sequence of events in a
continent-continent collision. The sedimentary sequence on the underriding plate becomesjuxtaposed
with the sequence on the overriding plate, and slivers
of oceanic lithosphere are caught between. The combined section is intensely folded and overthrust onto
the continents. Ultimately deep burial, metamorphism and plutonic activity lead to suturing of the
two plates and the global plate motions become
reorganized.
ow earthquakes

divergent boundaries. Moreover, motion into a subduction zone is rarely at right angles; the resulting
shear must be accommodated by transform motion
along the plate boundaries. The plate geometry is thus
constantly changing, and one of the tasks of geology
is to reconstruct former configurations and trace how
the surface evolved to its present state.
Past Motions
Smith et al. (1973) attempted to reconstruct world
geography back to the beginning of the Phanerozoic
on the basis of present-day plate geometries and motions, paleomagnetic data, location of orogenic belts,
and indices of past climates. Some of the reconstructions are given in figures 5.8 and 5.9. Reconstructions for the last 250 million years-back to the
Permian-can be made with some confidence because
they are constrained by magnetic anomaly patterns
on the ocean floors and by the present plate positions
and spreading rates. During the Permian and Triassic
all the continents formed essentially one supercontinent, termed Pangaea by Wegener (1966). The continental mass was crudely crescent-shaped with
Eurasia forming the northern horn and the southern
continents, which constituted a long-lived land mass
termed Gondwanaland, forming the southern horn.
Between the two horns was the ancient ocean of
Tethys. The subsequent history of the continents can
be described in terms of three main events: the opening of the Atlantic, the closing of Tethys, and the
break-up and dispersal of Gondwanaland. The exact
timing of the events is uncertain but the broad outlines
are as follows. In the Jurassic (140-200 million years

ago), the north Atlantic started to open and Eurasia
rotated clockwise toward Tethys, hinged on the
western Mediterranean. By mid-Cretaceous time (90
million years ago) the North Atlantic had grown to be
1000-2000 km across, whereas Tethys had narrowed
to less than 1000 km across in the Mediterranean and
the Middle East. Also during the Cretaceous, Gondwanaland broke up and underwent rapid dispersal over
the southern hemisphere. India started its northward
drive toward Asia, South America split from Africa
to form the South Atlantic, and Antarctica and
Australia drifted away from Africa to the south and
west. By the Eocene (50 million years ago), India was
about to collide with Asia, only narrow disconnected
remains of Tethys were trapped between the converging plates of Eurasia and Africa-Arabia, and the South
Atlantic was over 1000 km wide. Since that time, further convergence of Africa-Arabia and India with
Eurasia has resulted in formation of the almost continuous belt of mountains across southern Europe,
Anatolia, Iran, and the Himalayas.
Reconstructions for the pre-Permian are far less certain because of the absence of surviving ocean floor
of that age and our inability to extrapolate subsequent
motions backwards as a result of all the continents being together in one land mass in the Permian. The
reconstructions of Smith et al. (1973) for this period
are based on the position of orogenic belts and on
paleomagnetic data from the continents. The paleomagnetic data, however, give only paleolatitudes. The
continents are positioned at the latitude necessary to
place the magnetic pole at the geographic pole; longitudes are assigned somewhat arbitrarily. It appears
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(a) Tertiary, 5 0 my ago

(b) Cretaceous, 100 my ago

(c) Jurassic, 170 my ago

(d) Triassic, 2 2 0 my ago

Figure 5.8. Con&uration of the continents back to Triassic time. The configuration is tightly constrained by data from the ocean Joors
(Smith et al., 1973).
Figure 5.9. Possible configuration ofthe continents between the Permian and the Cambrian. The configuration is poorly constrained because
of the lack of data from the ocean Joors (Smith et al., 1973).

(e) Permian, 2 5 0 my ago

(f) Lower Carboniferous, 3 4 0 my ago
60°N

(g) Lower Devonian, 3 8 0 my ago

(h) CambrianlLower Ordovician, 510 my ago
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from the magnetic poles that the southern continental
mass remained essentially intact throughout the Paleozoic. However, the northern continents successively
broke up and reassembled. During most of the Paleozoic (230-570 million years ago) Europe was separated
from Asia by an ocean, which closed in the Permian
to produce the Urals. During the Mississipian, northern Europe and North America were joined but separated from southern Europe by an ocean which finally
closed during the Hercynian orogeny (230-300 million
years ago). Somewhat earlier, in the Ordovician,
northern Europe had been separated from North
America but fused with it during the Caledonian
orogeny (350-400 million years ago). Extrapolation
back into the Precambrian is extremely speculative,
but continuity of ancient (1.8 to 3.0 billion years)
orogenic belts across Gondwanaland suggested that
much of that land mass, at least, remained intact for
most of the Proterozoic.
Plate tectonics have clearly played a major role in
the evolution of Earth during the last 500 million
years. Much less clear is the role of plate tectonics
before 500 million years ago, an era that constitutes
almost 90 percent of the planet's history. The rest of
this chapter discusses formation of Earth, then traces
its history from the time of formation through the
Archean and Proterozoic Eons to the start of the
Phanerozoic. A continuing concern is the extent to
which plate tectonics affected geologic evolution during the early periods.

THE INTERIOR OF EARTH
Although the results of geologic processes operating
at Earth's surface can be observed directly, our
knowledge of the interior is obtained by indirect
means-from seismic data. Earth's moment of inertia, comparisons with meteorites, and study of inclusions in volcanic rocks. Division of Earth into crust,
mantle, and core has been known for over 70 years
from seismic data. The Mohorovicic discontinuity,
or Moho, defines the base of the crust, which is
generally at a depth of 5-7 km under the oceans and
35-40 km under the continents. At the Moho both
shear (S) and pressure (P) waves undergo an abrupt
change in velocity, as a result of the compositional
boundary between the ultramafic mantle and the more
Si- and Al-rich rocks of the crust. The mantle extends
from the Moho down to the Gutenberg discontinuity
at a depth of around 2900 km. Below this depth, Swaves are not transmitted and P-waves undergo a

sharp drop in velocity. The discontinuity separates
a liquid, dominantly metal, outer core from the lower
mantle. Other seismic discontinuities have been
detected and will be discussed below. The variation
of seismic velocities with depth is given in figure 5.10.
The distribution of density within Earth is constrained by the mass of Earth, its moment of inertia,
the travel time of seismic waves (although the relation between elastic constants and density is not
precisely known), and the free oscillations of Earth.
The densities at the top of the mantle range from
3.2-3.6 gm/cm3 and they increase slowly to a depth
of 400 km, then more rapidly to a depth of 700 km
below which they increase slowly to a value of 5-6
gm/cm3 at the base of the mantle. At the core boundary densityjumps to 9-10.5 gm/cm3 and then increases
steadily to a central density of 12-14 gm/cm3 (Wyllie,
1971). In most models of the internal distribution of
density the mantle constitutes around 67 percent of
the mass of the planet, the core 32 percent, and the
crust only about 0.5 percent.
Internal temperatures are less well constrained.
Deep temperatures ( > 300 km) have little influence
on surface heat flow, which is quite well known. Most
estimates of internal temperatures are based on theoretical models for the thermal evolution of Earth;
methods that relate geophysical properties such as
seismic wave velocities and electrical conductivity to
temperature, or on petrologic arguments that relate
the composition and depths of origin of magmas to
phase relations in ultramafic magmas at different
temperatures.

Figure 5.10. Variations of S- and P-wave velocities with depth
within Earth (Wyllie, 1971).
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The total heat loss from Earth is around 1013callsec,
of which 70 percent is through the deep oceans and
marginal basins and 30 percent is through the continents and continental shelves. Creation of new
lithosphere accounts for 90 percent of the heat lost
through the oceans and therefore, about 60 percent
of the total heat lost. Only 20 percent of the heat loss
is by conduction through the lithosphere (Sclater et
al., 1980).

The Crust
Two major kinds of crust are distinguished, a thin
oceanic crust and a thicker continental crust. The
oceanic crust is relatively uniform in its properties.
It consists of a basal layer, averaging 4.7 km thick,
of gabbro and basalt with P-wave velocities of 6.7-6.9
kmlsec. Above this is a layer of consolidated sediments
and volcanics, averaging 1.7 km thick, with P-wave
velocities in the 4-6 km/sec range (Turekian, 1976).
This may be covered by a thin layer of unconsolidated
sediments which becomes thinner toward the ridges.
The total mass of the oceanic crust is estimated as
7 x loz4g (Turekian, 1976). Its composition (table 5.2)
is reasonably well known, the crust having formed
largely by eruptions of low-K tholeiitic basalt along
the mid-oceanic ridges.

Continental crust is more varied. A large fraction
consists of stable, ancient, crystalline basement that
may be partly overlain by relatively undeformed
Phanerozoic sediments. Much of the basement appears to have formed by successive Precambrian
orogenies that created linear belts of deformed and
metamorphosed rocks of relatively uniform age. It is
mostly 35-40 km thick and has P-wave velocities of
6.0-6.9 kmlsec. Overlying sediments, if present, have
P-wave velocities mostly in the 2-4 kmlsec range.
Welded to the central shields of the continents may
be Phanerozoic orogenic belts and mountain chains.
Paleozoic orogenic belts are generally underlain by
crust that is similar in properties to that of the shields.
Under the younger orogenic belts however, the crust
is thicker, up to 100 km under the Himalayas. The
greater thickness in these areas reflects isostatic compensation of the mountain chains by low-density roots.
Areas of crustal extension, such as the Basin and
Range Province of the United States and the African
rift valleys, have unusually thin ( < 3 0 km) crusts.
Because the continental crust is thicker than the
oceanic crust it constitutes 70-80 percent of the crustal
mass, estimated at 2.5 x loz5 g.
Heat flow in the continental crust averages 1.4 pcall
cm2/sec, but varies according to age (Sclater et al.,

Table 5.2. Estimates of the Chemical Composition of the Crust Cfrom Condie, 1976).
Major Elements Are Given in Weight Percent; Minor Elements in ppm.

SiO2
Ti02
A1203
Fez03
FeO
MgO
CaO
Nap0
K20
H20
Rb
Sr
Ba

u

Th
Ni
1. Average continental crust. 1: 1 basalt-granite mixture assumed for lower crust.

2. Average continental crust assuming lower crust is granulitic.
3 . Average oceanic crust.
4. Total Earth's crust assuming granulitic lower continental crust.
5. Total Earth's crust assuming granite-basalt mixture for lower continental crust.
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1980). In young orogenic belts the heat flow is mostly
in the range of 1.6-2.4 pcal/cm2/sec but it decreases
to around 1.1 pcal/cm2/sec after a billion years. T h e
areas of crustal extension have relatively high heat
flows (1.5-2.5 pcal/cm2/sec).
The composition of the continental crust has been
estimated in various ways. Estimates of the sedimentary layer (table 5.2) are based on the relative proportions of different sedimentary rocks observed at
the surface and in drill holes. Sampling of the Canadian shield (Eade and Fahrig, 1971) and modeling the
distribution of different rock types (Ronov and
Yaroshevsky, 1969) show that the upper continental
crust is close to granodiorite or quartz diorite in composition. T h e composition of the lower continental
crust is more difficult to assess (two models are given
in table 5.2). One assumes that the lower crust consists of a mixture of granitic and basaltic rocks. The
other assumes that metamorphic rocks of the granulite
facies in the Canadian shield, which appear to have
formed at depths of 20-35 km, can be taken as indicators of the composition of the lower crust (Eade
and Fahrig, 1971). T h e granulite model is more AlSi-rich and Fe-Mg-poor than the granite-basalt model.

Both are consistent with the seismic velocities of the
lower crust. Estimates of the relative abundances of
different rock types and normative minerals for the
crust as a whole (ocean and continent) are given in
table 5.3. The normative mineralogy, with quartz and
feldspar constituting 63 percent of the total, reflects
the dominance of continental crust.

The Mantle
The composition and structure of the mantle are
inferred from several kinds of data. First, its vertical
density profile is constrained by the moment of inertia. Second, the variations in seismic properties give
indications of the physical state and phase changes at
different depths. Third, studies of phase equilibria suggest possible mineral assemblages at different depths
and parent materials for magmas derived by partial
melting and brought to the surface. Finally, certain
ultramafic inclusions in some igneous rocks and kimberlites are demonstrably samples of the upper mantle as shown by the presence of high-pressure minerals such as diamonds, and of coexisting mineral pairs
that provide a measure of the depth at which they
crystallized.

Table 5.3. Abundances of Main Rock Types and Minerals in the Crust
(Data from Ronov and Yaroshevsky, 1969)

Rocks

% Volume
of crust

Sedimentary

Sands
Clays and shales
Carbonates (including salt-bearing
deposits)

1.7
4.2
2.0

Igneous

Granites
Granodiorites, diorites
Syenites
Basalts, gabbros, amphibolites, eclogites
Dunites, peridotites
Metamorphic

Gneisses
Schists
Marbles

Quartz
Alkali feldspar
Plagioclase
Micas
Amphiboles
Pyroxenes
Olivines
Clay minerals ( + chlorites)
Calcite ( + aragonite)
Dolomite
Magnetite ( + titanomagnetite)
Others (garnets, kyanite, andalusite,
sillimanite, apatite, etc.)

21.4
5.1

0.9
Totals

Totals

Sedimentary
Igneous
Metamorphic

Minerals

7.9
64.7
27.4

Quartz + feldspar
Pyroxene +olivine
Hydrated silicates
Carbonates
Others

%Volume
of crust
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Most parts of Earth have a relatively high seismic
velocity zone that extends from the Moho down to
depths of 50-70 km. Pressure-wave velocities in this
zone are mostly in the 7.9-8.1 kmlsec range and shearwave velocities are around 4.6 kmlsec. This uppermost mantle together with the crust makes up the
lithosphere. Beneath the rigid lithosphere, in most
places, is a low-velocity layer that extends down to
200-300 km (fig. 5.11). At the top of the layer, Pwave velocities are around 7.6 kmlsec and S-wave
velocities are around 4.2 kmlsec. The seismic waves
also have relatively high rates of attenuation. These
properties suggest that the low-velocity layer is partly
molten (1- 10 percent liquid). It corresponds, in part,
to the asthenosphere-the mobile layer over which
glide the rigid plates of the lithosphere. The asthenosphere may, however, extend to greater depths in
some places because earthquakes caused by subducted
slabs of lithosphere moving down into the asthenosphere can be detected in some areas to depths of
600-700 km.
From the base of the low-velocity layer down to 400
km the S- and P-wave velocities increase slightly owing
to the increasing pressure, but at 400 km there is a
sharp discontinuity. Pressure-waves increase from 8.5
to 9.6 kmlsec and S-waves increase from 4.5 to 5.5
kmlsec. The velocity jump is probably caused by the
transition from olivine, as the dominant mineral of
the upper mantle, to spinel (Ringwood and Major,
Shear velocity (kmls)

L
,,

100

Figure 5.11. Variations in shear wave velocities in the outer 500
km of Earth (Wyllie, 1971).

1970). Aluminum-rich pyroxene in the upper mantle
may also be replaced by garnet below this discontinuity (Smith and Mason, 1970). Other discontinuities
at 650 km and 1050 km are probably the result of
phase changes also. The precise nature of the latter
changes is not known, but it likely involves transformation of Fe-Mg silicates, in which Si is in 4-fold coordination, into denser phases with Si in 6-fold coordination.
Theoretical studies of phase equilibria and the generation of basaltic magma, together with ultramafic
inclusions carried up by deep-seated magmas and kimberlites give a good indication of upper mantle mineralogy (Smith, 1979). The mantle probably is complex, with a mineralogy that changes according to
depth and location as might be expected from repeated
episodes of partial melting and ingestion of the lithosphere. The dominant rock types are relative Ca-Alrich peridotite (rock composed chiefly of olivine), relative Ca-Al-poor harzburgite (peridotite consisting of
olivine and orthopyroxene), and very small amounts
of eclogite (clinopyroxene and garnet), dunite (nearly
all olivine), and other ultramafic rocks. The peridotite
has MgIFe ratios around 10 and generally contains
spinel or garnet depending on their depth of formation.
Ultramafic inclusions provide a basis for estimating
the bulk composition of the upper mantle at depths
less than 200 km (Boyd, 1973). Comparing table 5.2
with table 5.4 shows the extreme enrichment of the
upper mantle in M g with respect to the crust. Of
special interest, because of their importance in
understanding core formation and different models
for accretion of Earth, are the chalcophile and
siderophile elements. The FeINi ratios in mantlederived olivine are close to the cosmic ratios, which
suggests that Ni has not been selectively removed from
upper mantle silicates by partitioning between silicates
and metal or sulfides. Any such partitioning would
result in selective depletion of Ni in the silicates, which
is not observed. Similarly, the noble metal contents
of mantle derived inclusions are higher than would
be expected for equilibration of the silicates of the
mantle with sulfides or metal. These relations suggest
first, that there is little sulfide or metal within the upper
mantle, and second, that upper-mantle materials were
never equilibrated with significant amounts of metal
or sulfide at any time in the past. The upper-mantle
materials are in disequilibrium with the core. Thus,
either the ~i and noble metals now in the upper
mantle were added after the core formed, or the core
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Table 5.4. Some Estimates of the Bulk Composition of the Upper Mantle (Smith, 1977)

pzo5
Si02
Ti02
A1203
Cr203
Fen03
FeO
MnO
NiO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K20

1

2

3

-

-

-

4
0.04

5
0.06

45.1
0.2
4.6
0.3
0.3
7.6
0.1
0.2
38.1
3.1
0.4
0.02

42.86
0.33
6.99
0.18
0.36
8.97
0.14
0.20
35.07
4.37
0.45
0.003

6

44.66
0.19
2.80
0.45

-

45.19
0.054
1.52
0.39
0.92

43.97
0.07
1.64
0.49
0.89

44.2
0.1
2.7
0.30
1.1

7.92
0.12
0.31
40.97
2.59
0.30
0.12

4.74
0.10
0.26
41.8
1.04
0.18
0.16

6.03
0.13
0.36
44.73
1.10
0.12
0.06

7.3
0.15
0.20
41.3
2.4
0.25
0.015

-

Note: Estimates are all from inclusions, except that given in column 1, which is a hypothetical rock, pyrolite,
obtained by mixing one part basalt with three parts peridotite (Ringwood, 1975).
1. Average mantle pyrolite, Ringwood (1975).
2. Volatile-free, undepleted upper mantle from partial fusion-partial crystallization model for xenoliths at
Kilbourne Hole, New Mexico.
3. Mean of 20 garnet peridotites from various countries.
4. Average garnet lherzolite in kimberlite.
5. Average of eight garnet lherzolite nodules at Lashaine, Tanzania.
6. Estimated undepleted upper mantle (Harris et al., 1967).

formed after accretion was over and a barrier was
present between the upper mantle and the coreforming materials at greater depths (Smith, 1977).
Deeper in the mantle, P-wave velocities increase
progressively as the density increases until they reach
a value of around 13.7 kmlsec at the Gutenberg
discontinuity, which marks the base of the mantle at
a depth of 2920 km. The mineralogy of the lower
mantle is very uncertain. All the silicates normally
present in peridotites must transform to denser phases
at depth, but precisely which phases cannot be
specified, partly because of a lack of knowledge of
phase equilibria at the prevailing high pressures.
Uncertainties also arise because the temperature profile is poorly constrained, and because of the possibility
that the MgISi and FeIMg ratios may vary considerably with depth (Smith, 1977).

The Core
The core constitutes around 32 percent of the mass
of the planet and can be divided into inner and outer
regions. The outer liquid core has P-wave velocities
mostly in the 8-10 krnlsec range and does not transmit
S-waves. The inner core, defined by the Lehmann dis-

continuity at 5200 km, does transmit S-waves,
although at low velocities, suggesting that it is near
the melting point or partly molten. While the core is
almost certainly rich in Fe and other siderophile elements, it is less dense than a pure Fe-Ni liquid. The
most likely explanation is that the core incorporates
significant amounts of sulfur (Murthy and Hall, 1972).
Fe and Ni sulfides occur in most meteorites and their
incorporation into an accumulating Earth would have
resulted in formation of liquids which could have sunk
to form the core. A sulfur content of 9- 12 percent is
sufficient to explain the low density. Ringwood (1977)
alternatively suggested that oxygen may be the cause
of the low density.

FORMATION OF EARTH
Earth is estimated to be 4.6 billion years old on the
basis of the following evidence. (1) Most meteorites
have solidification ages close to 4.6 billion years and
are thought to have accreted around the same time
as Earth, and from the same primitive condensation
products of the solar nebula. (2) The evolution of terrestrial lead isotopes follows a curve which, when
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extrapolated back 4.6 billion years, matches the composition of primordial lead, as determined from Udeficient meteorites (Patterson, 1956). (3) Globally
averaged U and Pb isotopic abundances in the crust
give an age of 4.6 billion years. (4) The oldest rocks
found on the lunar surface are 4.6 billion years old
(Taylor, 1975).
The oldest rocks found on Earth are close to 3.8
billion years old (Moorbath, 1976), and so postdate
the formation of Earth by about 800 million years.
Despite the lack of direct evidence from between 4.6
and 3.8 billion years ago, we can infer what might
have happened during this early era from geochemical
evidence, from modeling of Earth's accretion and its
subsequent thermal history, and from conditions at
the start of the geologic record 3.8 billion years ago.
In recent years the sequence of condensation of
materials from the solar nebula and their accretion
to form meteorites and planets have received considerable attention. Lewis (1972), Grossman (1972),
and Grossman and Larimer (1974) examined the condensation sequence in the primitive solar nebula. They
assumed that the nebula was uniform in composition
and that the temperature and pressure fell off with
increasing distance from the proto-sun. According to
their models, as the nebula cooled, different materials
condensed: the refractory metals and Ca, Al, and T i
oxides first, then Mg silicates at intermediate temperatures, then Fe, and lastly the more volatile material
such as Na, K, S, and Se. The condensed materials
remained in contact with the nebula gas and were able
to react with it in the later stages of condensation.
Thus, some of the Fe metal that condensed was later
oxidized or sulphurized to produce FeO and FeS.
Condensation was arrested when the remaining
nebula gas was removed by the solar wind. The solar
system was thus left compositionally zoned, with dust
in the inner solar system preferentially enriched with
early, high-temperature condensates and the outer
solar system enriched with low-temperature condensates. Accretion of the planets from these materials
resulted in the planets closer to the Sun being formed
from a larger proportion of the high-temperature
fraction.
How the planets accreted from the condensed dust
is controversial. According to the inhomogeneous accretion model (Turekian and Clark, 1969), the planets
accreted rapidly while condensation was occurring so
that each developed an "onion ring" structure as successive condensation products accumulated. Accretion
times required for Earth in their model are on the

order of lo3 to lo4 years. This model has been criticized on several grounds, mainly because of the abundant evidence from meteorites of formation of planetesimals, up to hundreds of kilometers in diameter,
as an intermediate stage in the formation of the
planets, as originally suggested by Urey (1952), and
because of dynamical problems inherent in such rapid
accretion.
According to the homogeneous accretion model, the
planets accumulated slower than the material condensed. They formed from planetesimals-aggregates
of the various materials that formed at different stages
of the condensation sequence. The condensed particles
are believed to have accumulated into clods as a result
of gravitational instabilities in the nebular disc. As
the clods grew in size, gravitational attraction and
energy dissipation in a developing regolith probably
allowed larger bodies to grow faster than the smaller
(Hartmann, 1978). Ultimately, an array of planetesimals, tens to hundreds of kilometers in diameter
formed, as is evident from the mineralogy of some
meteorites, which clearly demonstrates that they
formed within much larger bodies. Carbonaceous
chondrites may be representative of the most primitive
planetesimals; meteorites such as the basaltic and iron
meteorites are the products of melting and fractionation within planetesimals.
According to one model by Safronov (1977), a small
number of planetesimals gained advantage over
others, largely because of their size. They initially grew
by low-velocity capture of other planetesimals in orbits
similar to their own, but as their size grew, so did their
zone of influence; capturing objects in orbits more and
more dissimilar to their own. In the final growth stages
of these protoplanets, their zones of influence greatly
overlapped. Earth, for example, was able to capture
objects in orbits that overlapped that of Mars, and
vice versa. Safronov (1977) estimated that by these
means 98 percent of Earth accumulated in lo8 years.
Accretion times of that order must have caused
substantial internal heating during the final stages of
accretion, because re-radiation of collisional energy
back to space is inefficient.

Bulk Composition of Earth
The bulk composition of Earth provides clues concerning formation of Earth and events that immediately
followed.
Smith (1977) critically examined different ways of
estimating the bulk composition of Earth and provided
estimates based on several different assumptions. Es-
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timates of Earth's composition have been approached
in two basic ways. The first, exemplified by Ganapathy and Anders (1974), is to assume that Earth
formed in the same way as chondritic meteorites, by
accretion of debris condensed from the primitive solar
nebula, then to calculate the proportion of the different
components from the estimated abundance of certain
key elements in Earth. The second technique, exemplified by Smith (1977), is to estimate the bulk composition from estimates of the composition of the crust,
mantle, and core, as described above, although here
also meteoritic data must be used, particularly to
estimate the composition of the core.
Ganapathy and Anders (1974) assumed that Earth
formed from different materials that condensed out
of the solar nebula as it cooled, according to the
scheme of Grossman and Larimer (1974). Then they
used terrestrial evidence to estimate the relative proportions of the different components that accumulated
to form Earth. The abundance of U in Earth (18 ppb
(Larimer, 1971)) is, for example, taken as an index
of the overall abundance of the refractory elements.
The fraction of volatile elements incorporated is
estimated from the Tl/U ratio in surface rocks, since
T1 tends to follow U in the geochemical cycle. The

proportion of metal is based on modeling of Earth's
core. The resulting bulk composition is given in table
5.5.
The estimates of bulk composition by Smith (1979)
are based more directly on terrestrial evidence. Estimates are made of the crust and mantle composition
from sampling of different rock types and geophysical evidence as outlined in the previous section.
Because of the lack of geochemical data on the core,
however, Smith was forced to draw on analogies with
meteorites to estimate its composition. He examined
three models, each based on analogy of the inner core
with a different type of meteorite. The results of his
modeling are also shown in table 5.5. Differences between the Ganapathy and Anders model and the
Smith model are elaborated on in Smith (1979) and
will not be explored here. The models agree within
a factor of two for most elements.
Some general conclusions drawn by Smith (1979)
from the bulk chemistry are as follows. (1) There was
only slight fractionation in the nebula of the early condensate, silicate, and metal components although
Earth is substantially depleted with respect to C1 chondrites in elements that condensed below 1000' C . (2)
Major crustal-liquid differentiation of Earth resulted

Table 5.5. Estimates of the Composition of Earth's Hydrosphere, Crust and Mantle, and Two Different Estimates o f the Bulk
Composition. Columns 1-4 are from Smith (1977), column 5 is from Ganapathy and Anders (1974). Abundances are given in
weight fractions.

H
C
N
0
Na
Mg
A1
Si
P
S
C1
K
Ca
Ti
Cr
Mn
Fe

Ni
Zn
U

1

2

3

4

Hydrosphere

Crust

Mantle

Bulk

5
Bulk

0.1082
2.8( - 5)
1.6( - 5)
0.859
0.01 1
1.3( - 12)
1.O( - 9)
3.0( - 6)
9.0( - 8)
9.0( - 4)
0.019
4.0( - 4)
4.0( - 4)
l.O( -9)
2.0( - 10)
4.0( - 10)
3.0( -9)
7.0( - 9)
5.0( - 9)
3.0( -9)

0.0015
0.0052
2.0( - 5)
0.4688
0.0213
0.0233
0.0808
0.2686
0.0010
0.0004
1.8( -4)
0.0130
0.0499
0.005
l.O( -4)
0.0012
0.0509
7.5( - 5)
7.0( - 5)
1.3( -6)

0.0005
1.0( -4)
1.0( -5)
0.4387
0.0022
0.2458
0.0147
0.2076
0.0003
0.0012
2.3( -4)
0.0010
0.0184
0.001 1
0.0031
0.0009
0.0612
0.0024
4.2( - 5)
2.8( - 7)

6.6( - 5)
l.l(-3)
2.2( - 5)
0.296
2.5( - 4)
0.165
0.102
0.140
6.1( - 4)
0.0435
1.6( -5)
1.3( - 4)
0.0125
7.9( - 4)
0.0033
6.5( - 4)
0.3043
0.0164
4.0( - 5)
2.6( - 8)

7.7( -5)
0.0344
8.99( - 6)
0.282
0.00158
0.129
0.0177
0.143
0.00213
0.0183
2.49( - 5)
1.69( - 4)
0.0191
0.00101
0.00471
5.84( - 4)
0.358
0.0202
9.16( -5)
1.8( -8)
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in preferential separation of elements that enter
basaltic liquids, and these formed much of the crust
and upper mantle. (3) Volatilization of a major fraction of Earth is ruled out except in the early stages
of growth (i.e., the depletion of volatiles is the result
of the process of accretion rather than of a subsequent
event). (4) Substantial amounts of siderophile and
chalcophile elements were retained in the upper mantle and crust at a late stage of accretion (did not all
enter the core). (5) Major amounts of Ca, Al, Na,
and T i were retained in the lower mantle. T o what
extent the radial zoning is the result of heterogeneous
accretion and how much is due to crystal-liquid segregation is not clear.
Formation of the Core

Formation of the core probably took place very early
in Earth's history as a natural consequence of the thermal state of Earth during the late stages of accretion
(Murthy, 1976), although other models such as early
accretion of core-forming materials (Clark et al., 1972)
and slow growth throughout geologic time (Runcorn,
1962a) have been proposed. Early core formation is
indicated by the following lines of evidence. (1) Significant segregation of core material could not have taken
place late in the planet's history for it would have
greatly perturbed the evolution of Pb isotopes in the
mantle since Pb preferentially enters metallic phases
whereas U enters silicate phases (Oversby and Ringwood, 1971). (2) Because of the great release of energy
during core formation, it almost certainly was over
before formation of the oldest rocks presently preserved on the surface (3.8 billion years). (3) The older
rocks have remanent magnetism. (4) R b would have
preferentially entered the core, but Rb-Sr systematics
of mantle rocks give a mantle age of 4.45 billion years
(Hurst, 1978). These lines of evidence suggest that
mantle temperatures were high enough to cause extensive melting of silicates and complete melting of
Fe and FeS within 100-200 million years of planet
formation. This timing is also consistent with evidence
of accretion of some materials after core formation,
as is implied by the abundances of siderophile and
chalcophile elements in the upper mantle.
Core formation was probably close to catastrophic.
When temperatures reached the Fe-FeS eutectic, an
iron-rich melt would have separated and descended
toward the center of the planet as a result of its high
density, thereby releasing gravitational energy. The
energy released would have caused further melting,
segregation, and energy release, resulting in a run-

away effect. According to Murthy (1976) the total
energy released is sufficient to raise the temperature
of the entire planet by 1200' C.
The extent to which the planet melted would have
depended on the rate at which the core formed. The
U-Pb systematics indicate that there was extensive
melting, but evidence from the volatile elements is
more equivocal. The upper mantle and crust are
strongly depleted in alkalis and sulfur, carbon and
nitrogen with respect to chondrites (Gast, 1960;
Murthy and Hall, 1972) while other volatiles such as
the halogens and water are in chondritic proportions.
Such selective depletion, which appears unrelated to
thermal volatility (Smith, 1979), is unlikely to have
resulted from complete global melting. One possibility
is that core formation took place after accretion and
during the process only the interior was pervasively
melted. Volatile elements from the interior were
driven off, but a significant fraction was trapped in
the cooler outer parts of the planet.
A second possibility is that accretion continued after
core formation was largely over. An excess of
siderophile elements in lunar highland breccias has
been attributed to large accretion of metal-rich
planetesimals (Morgan et al., 1972; Ganapathy et al.,
1973). The outer regions of Earth also appear to have
excess siderophiles. Ringwood (1966) estimated that
the Ni content of the upper mantle is one to two orders
of magnitude larger than if it were a silicate residue
left behind after removal of siderophiles to form the
core. Other siderophiles (Co, Cu, Au, Re, etc.) are
similarly enriched. Murthy (1976) ascribed the enrichment to late accretion of metallic planetesimals and
suggested a similar cause, late accretion, for enrichment of the outer parts of Earth in refractories (Gast,
1960). All these late additions to the planet would have
been mixed into the outer few hundred kilometers as
a result of the high impact rate.
Events subsequent to core formation are very hazy
until a concrete record emerges from around 3.8
billion years ago. Murthy (1976) suggested that during the era of core formation a protocrust may have
formed that was largely basic and ultrabasic in composition as a result of the pervasive mantle melting.
Later, the high water content and high temperatures
in the mantle may have been conducive to production of anorthositic melts, but Murthy (1976) doubted
that Earth ever had an anorthositic outer layer like
the Moon, because of Earth's steep pressure gradient.
At depths greater than 35 km, sub-solidus reactions
would tend to destroy the plagioclase-rich assemblages.
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He suggested, alternatively, that any early crust would
have formed from Ca- and Fe-rich melts and been
basic to ultrabasic in composition. However, any such
crust would be unstable because of the high impact
rates prior to 3.9 billion years ago and because the
crust would have been thin as a result of high thermal gradients caused by residual heat from the early
thermal events and higher U and K contents than at
present.

T H E ARCHEAN
O Archean crust

The geologic record starts with the Archean, which
extends-from-the time of formation of the oldest rocks,
3.8 billion years ago, until 2.5 billion years ago. Archean rocks are exposed within all the shield areas,
but the largest exposures are in central and south
Africa, western Australia, and around Hudson Bay
in Canada (fig. 5.12). The oldest rock known is a
3.824-billion-year-old metavolcanic boulder from a
conglomerate in the Isua Series of West Greenland
(Moorbath et al., 1977). Rocks in excess of 3 billion
years have also been found in South Africa (Sinha,
1972), Zimbabwe (Hawkesworth et al., 1975), and
Minnesota (Goldich and Hedge, 1974). The origin
of Archean rocks is controversial. Ideas range from
a view, on one extreme, that the Archean crust was
stable, that all the continental material was in one
supercontinent, and that this distribution reflects a
global asymmetry imposed by early impacts (Goodwin, 1976). O n the other extreme is a plate tectonic
view, in which the Archean Eon is perceived as one
in which numerous microcontinents repeatedly collided and broke apart at rates that far exceeded those
in the Phanerozoic. All agree that heat flows during
the Archean were substantially greater than at present,
with estimates ranging from 2.5 to 5 times the present
rate (Gast, 1960; Wasserburg et al., 1964). In this section the nature of the Archean rocks is reviewed, as
well as some of the possible implications for both the
tectonic environment and conditions at the surface.
Most of the material is abstracted from reviews by
Tarling (1978) and Windley (1976, 1977).
Two kinds of Archean rock associations are generally distinguished, high-grade metamorphics and
low-grade greenstone belts. In many areas both types
occur, but the temporal and spatial relations between
the two are not always clear. The most common type
of rock in the high grade terranes are quartzofeldspathic gneisses of calc-alkaline affinity. The gneisses
are typically foliated and banded at a scale of 1 cm

aContinental crust

Figure 5.12. Distribution of exposed Archean crust in (A)Laurasia
and (B) Gondwanaland (Goodwin, 1976).

and commonly have undergone various degrees of
partial melting so are penetrated by granite veins. Intercalated with the gneisses are a wide variety of
metamorphosed volcanics and sediments. Included are
amphibolite, which has a chemistry similar to modern
tholeiites, marble, quartzite, and mica schist. Many
of the schists are graphitic, although whether the
graphite is biogenic or not is not known.
Included also among the sediments are banded iron
formations, which consist of alternating quartz-rich
and iron-rich layers. These have no modern equivalent, but are almost ubiquitous in the Archean. They
have been found in India, Zimbabwe, Norway, Sierra
Leone, Guyana and elsewhere, many as economic
deposits. Cloud (1968) suggested that the banded iron
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formations formed by precipitation of iron as a result
of reaction with oxygen produced by photosynthesizing organisms. The oldest known banded iron
formation, one from the Isua area of West Greenland,
is 3.76 billion years old (Moorbath et al., 1973). If
Cloud is correct, therefore, life had started by the time
the geologic record emerged from the era of high impact rates, around 3.8 billion years ago. Biogenic or
not, the banded iron formations, like the other associated sediments, appear to have been deposited in
stable, near-shore environments.
Cutting many of the high-grade sequences are
layered intrusions. Most are composed primarily of
plagioclase and hornblende, with minor chromite. The
plagioclase is very calcic, ranging from Anso to Anloo.
Eclogite and komatiites (ultramafic and mafic rocks
with quenched textures, high MgO and high
CaOIA1203) have also been reported at some locations. Komatiite is of interest in that its formation requires a high degree of mantle melting, estimated by
Green (197213) at 60-80 percent for ultramafic and
40-60 percent for mafic komatiite. Their abundance
in the Archean may result from the high heat flows
and steep geothermal gradients expected for this time.
Moorbath (1976) argued on the basis of RbISr data
that the younger (3.1 billion years) gneisses of west
Greenland are not remobilized older (3.8 billion years)
gneisses but formed from juvenile mantle derivatives.
Because the early gneisses have a higher RbISr ratio
than the mantle, the Sr isotopes in the gneisses and
mantle must have evolved along different paths. The
initial Sr isotopes of the younger gneisses fall on the
evolutionary track of the mantle rather than that of
the older gneisses. The implication is that during this
period (3.8 to 3.1 billion years ago), crustal material
was accumulating at the expense of the mantle and
not being merely recycled.
The second type of major rock association of the
Archean, the greenstone belts, occur in most shield
areas and range in age from 2.3 to 3.4 billion years.
The belts occur as irregularly shaped, elongate slivers,
embedded in a matrix of gneissic or granitic rocks.
They range in size from up to 1000 km across and
up to 250 km wide, although the best studied, the
Barberton belt of South Africa, is only 120 km by 40
km. Structural relations with the surrounding rocks
are commonly unclear. Most of the belts are synform
in shape, but they may be complexly interfolded with
the surrounding rocks and not true synclines (Stowe,
1974).

While stratigraphic sequences are different in different belts, most sequences can be divided into a
lower, predominantly volcanic group and an upper,
mainly sedimentary group (Anhaeusser, 1971; Glickson, 1976). At the base are mainly peridotite and
basaltic komatiites, some with pillow structures. These
are usually followed by low-K rocks of the basaltandesite-dacite-rhyolitesequence, which may be interbedded with chert and banded iron formations. The
upper, predominantly sedimentary sequence consists
mainly of deep-water sediments such as shale and
graywacke, at the base, followed by shallower water
sediments including conglomerate, quartzite, and
limestone. Thus the sediments in the high-grade areas
resemble the stable continental shelf deposits of the
Phanerozoic, whereas those in the low grade greenstone belts resemble deposits found on active plate
margins.
Models of the evolution of the Archean crust and
formation of the sequences just described are of two
basic types: fixist models, which assume a fixed crust
and formation of the greenstone belts primarily by vertical tectonics, and mobilist models, which draw close
analogies with plate tectonics and assume large lateral
motions. The various fixist theories (Anhaeusser et
al., 1969; Viljoen and Viljoen, 1969; Glickson and
Lambert, 1973; Green, 1972a) differ in detail but most
portray the greenstone belts as developing in linear
downwarps in an unstable, thin, primitive, sialic crust.
Accumulation of sediments and volcanics in the basins
caused downsagging, burial and possibly partial melting of the deeper materials. The basal komatiites in
some models are viewed as relics of a primordial
oceanic crust. At a late stage the greenstone belts are
thought to have been intruded by granite diapirs,
which caused compression and local folding. One
variant of the fixist models is that the greenstone belts
are terrestrial equivalents of lunar maria. Green
(1972a) suggested that impact-triggered melting
beneath large impact craters caused mafic and ultramafic eruptions within the craters. After further
magmatism, sedimentation, and metamorphism, these
evolved into the observed greenstone belts.
Several authors have attempted to explain Archean
tectonics in terms of plate tectonics, notably
Anhaeusser (1973), Talbot (1973), Rutland (1973),
Burke et al. (1976), and Windley (1977). At the start
of the Archean, two to five times as much heat was
produced by radioactive decay as is produced today.
At present twice as much heat is dissipated through
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ocean ridges as through the rest of the crust. Burke
et al. (1976) suggested that a similar situation should
have prevailed in the Archean, for there is no evidence
of any heat dissipative processes peculiar to those
times. One of the principal differences between
present-day and Archean tectonics concerns rates. T o
allow faster heat dissipation, spreading rates would
have had to be greater or the length of the oceanic
ridges longer, or both. Because of the higher thermal
gradients, the lithosphere-both
continent and
ocean-was probably slightly thinner than at present.
It should be noted in passing, however, that other
authors (Molnar and Atwater, 1978; Hargraves, 1981)
used the high heat flows postulated for the Archean
to argue against Archean plate tectonics. They claim
that the main driving force behind modern-day plate
tectonics is the negative buoyancy of old oceanic
lithosphere, which in effect drags a moving plate into a subduction zone. The higher heat flows in the
past would result in a thin, relatively warm lithosphere
which would not have sufficient negative buoyancy
to be passively subducted.
Burke et al. (1976), Tarney et al. (1976), and Windley (1977) all suggested that greenstone belts formed
in back-arc spreading centers analogous to those in
the western Pacific (Karig, 1971, 1974). They argued
that the belts would not have survived if they formed
either within the main ocean basins, or along arcs,
because they would be subducted or destroyed by uplift and erosion. Moreover, the sequences within the
greenstone belts are very similar to those that form
in back arc areas (fig. 5.13). Tarney et al. (1976)
demonstrated close similarities between the Rocas
Verdes marginal basins of South America and various
greenstone belts, and Burke et al. (1976) drew similar
comparisons with the Paleozoic Round Pond area of
Newfoundland and with the Mesozoic rocks of the
northwestern Sierra Nevada of California. According
to Windley (1977), the high-grade sequences are the
equivalents of rocks formed at modern arcs, the Archean sequences having undergone deep burial and
extensive plutonic activity. The greenstone belts are
thus caught between different arcs or between arcs and
the continental foreland, and ultimately become
embedded in the high grade sequences.
According to the plate tectonic model, the Archean
Eon is one of formation and consolidation of continental material, and of declining magmatic and tectonic
activity. The era started with numerous microcontinents formed largely by arc volcanism and tec-

tonism. With rates of plate motion two to three times
the present, frequent collisions between the arcs
resulted in progressive consolidation of the continental materials into larger masses. With the decline in
heat production was a corresponding decline in tectonic and magmatic activity, and a decline in the rate
of continental growth. By the end of the era, Burke
et al. (1976) estimated one-third of Earth's surface was
covered by continental crust, as compared to the
present 41 percent, and most of it was in large continental masses. According to the "furist" models, the
Archean was an era of intense volcanic activity, during which thick piles of lava erupted through fissures
onto a thin, globe-encircling crust. As a result of outpouring of basalt above, and remelting below, crustal
materials were recycled relatively rapidly, resulting
first in tonalities and trondjhemites, and ultimately
granites, from which protocontinental crust could form
(Hargraves, 1981).

Volcanic
Arc
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Deformation
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+

Figure 5.13. Possible development of greenstone belts by back-arc
volcanism, sedimentation and compression (Tarnty et al., 1976).
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THE PROTEROZOIC
The Proterozoic Eon extends from 2.5 billion years
ago to the start of the Cambrian 570 million years ago,
constituting almost half of the planet's history. Generalizations about the Proterozoic are more difficult
to make than about the Archean, possibly because
much more is known. Anhaeusser (1973) emphasized
that the synclinal greenstone belts and high-grade
gneisses that characterize the Archean do not continue
into the Proterozoic. Instead the early Proterozoic was
characterized by thick sequences of gently dipping
sediments and volcanics that appear to have been
deposited in broad downwarps of the old sialic crust.
The sediments are mainly stable platform types with
large fractions of conglomerate, orthoquartzite, and
sandstone. Associated with them are commonly flood
basalt of tholeiitic type, and potash-rich andesite and
rhyolite. Hunter (1974) estimated that such sedimentary sequences in South Africa (Swaziland, Pangola,
and Witwatersrand Groups) are 10-20 km thick and
accumulated for periods of 70-300 million years.
Similar stable platform sediments also characterize the
Huronian and Animikie systems of southeastern
Canada, which are around 2.3 billion years old (Card
et al., 1972). Absent from all these deposits are
ophiolites and any flysch or molasse types of deposits
that are indicative of contemporaneous tectonic activity. These South African and Canadian early Proterozoic sequences are thus difficult to reconcile with conventional plate tectonics.
More typical of Phanerozoic sequences are the
circum-Ungava and Coronation geosynclines of
Canada (Davidson, 1972; Hoffman et al., 1974). The
circum-Ungava structure is asymmetric, having quartzite, dolomite, and iron formations adjacent to the
Ungava craton in the west, and mafic volcanics, shale,
and graywacke farther to the east. During the Huronian orogeny, 1.6 to 1.75 billion years ago, the
geosynclinal sequence was thrust onto the Ungava
foreland and became highly deformed and metamorphosed. Accordingly, Hoffman et al. (1974) suggested
that horizontal movements, such as those associated
with plate tectonics, were involved. Similarly, they
used the depositional and deformational history of the
Coronation syncline of northwestern Canada to
demonstrate the existence of plate motion 2 billion
years ago. They showed that its depositional and structural history was similar to that of the Phanerozoic
Cordilleran geosyncline of North America, which is
characterized by early platform-derived sediments,

followed by platform-directed sedimentation derived
from offshore magmatic arcs, followed by platformdirected overthrusting. Thus the early Proterozoic
preserves evidence both of large-scale intracratonic
sedimentation involving vertical movements, and of
horizontal movements such as result from plate
motion.
Several distinctive characteristics of early Proterozoic sediments are worth noting. Banded iron formations continued to form until around 1.8 billion years
ago, and Goldich (1973) estimated that they make up
15 percent of all the early Proterozoic sediments. They
are found throughout the world, wherever Archean
and early Proterozoic sequences occurred. Around 1.7
to 2.0 billion years ago, red beds appeared for the first
time in the geologic record on several continents.
These are sandstones with a hematite pigment, which
generally forms a coating around individual grains.
Their appearance is generally taken as indicative of
oxygen-rich conditions at the surface. Thus two
oxygen-sensitive events occurred at about the same
time (1.7-2.0 billion years ago): the last banded iron
formations formed and the first red beds formed.
Cloud (1968) suggested that the early atmosphere
was oxygen-deficient and that iron weathered to
F e + 2 , which was relatively mobile because of its
greater solubility compared with Fe + 3 . The ferrous
iron, he suggested, reacted with photosynthetically
produced oxygen in the primitive ocean, thereby producing the banded iron formations and preventing
toxic buildup of oxygen. Migration of oxygen from
the hydrosphere to the atmosphere, however, ultimately led to free oxygen being available for weathering. As a result, Fe + 3 was produced directly by
weathering and red beds formed. The cessation of
banded iron formations and the start of red bed deposition may therefore be connected.
During the middle to late part of the Proterozoic
(1.8 to 0.57 billion years ago) a series of medium- to
high-grade mobile belts formed across Laurasia and
Gondwanaland. Included are the Churchill and Grenville belts of Canada, the Laxfordian of Scotland, and
the Svecofennides and Karelides of Sweden and
Finland (Windley, 1977). Many of the belts appear
to consist of reactivated basement, but igneous rock
suites are also present, including characteristically
anorthosite, rapakivi granite (alkali-rich granite with
megacrysts of K-feldspar), and alkali complexes, some
with carbonatite. Accumulation of thick sequences of
coarse, red, continental sandstone also took place
within the intra-cratonic troughs. Examples are the
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Belt-Purcell Groups (1 .O-1.45 billion years) of western
Canada and the United States and the Keweenawan
sediments of the middle United States. Layered igneous complexes such as the Muskox Intrusion of
northwestern Canada and the Duluth complex of Minnesota are also relatively common. Both the late and
the early Proterozoic are also characterized by extensive glaciations. The later ones appear to be concentrated in the periods 900-1000 million years ago,
730-820 million years ago, and 580-650 million years
ago (Steiner and Grillmair, 1973). The glacial deposits
occurred widely, having been found in Siberia-China,
Scandinavia, Brazil, western North America, South
Africa, and Australia.
T o what extent the Phanerozoic style of plate tectonics is applicable to the Proterozoic is unclear,
although much of the evidence suggests that the continents moved as very large units, possibly as one unit,
a Proterozoic Pangaea, and that some of the mobile
belts formed interior to the continent, with little or
no horizontal movement. Evidence of horizontal
movement, or the lack of it, is from paleomagnetic
data and from matching of structural trends across
the belts. Paleomagnetic poles from widely spaced
locations within the Laurentian shield, with dates
ranging from 2.2 to 1.0 billion years ago, all lie on
the same track, thereby suggesting that the Laurentian shield remained intact during this period (Irving and Lapointe, 1975). The track is irregular with
numerous hairpins, indicating that the shield was in
motion and that it changed direction periodically.
Dewey and Burke (1973) have, nevertheless, argued
that the Grenville belt can be compared with the Hercynian and Himalayan fold belts, which formed by
intercontinent collisions. Their model does not appear,
however, to apply to the rest of the Canadian shield,
nor to some of the folded belts of the southern
continents.
Clifford (1970) and Shackleton (1973) showed, by
several examples from Africa, that older belts can be
traced through younger ones, or that older belts can
be matched on either side of younger belts. Both relations preclude extensive horizontal movement during
formation of the younger mobile belt. Clifford and
Shackleton therefore suggested that most of the Proterozoic mobile belts formed by remobilization of the
pre-existing crystalline basement with little or no
horizontal movement. The absence of ophiolites,
melanges, and blueschist is also cited as supporting
evidence for this model. Engle and Kelm (1972),
Goodwin (1973), and others have further asserted that

the coherent grouping of Archean provinces of different ages, the continuity of tectonic patterns within
the shields, and the linear array of banded iron formations stretching from continent to continent, indicate that the continents could not have continually
drifted apart and reassembled during the Proterozoic.
They propose that from around 2.2 billion years ago
to around 1.0 billion years ago there existed one Proterozoic supercontinent. Sea floor spreading and subduction may have occurred during the period, as suggested by Dewey and Burke (1973), but only the
periphery of the continental mass was affected by plate
motion, as possibly exemplified by the Grenville
Province.
Windley (1977) suggested that around 1.0 billion
years ago the postulated Proterozoic supercontinent(s)
started to break up. The evidence is the widespread
occurrence of basalt, diabase dikes, alkalic igneous
complexes, and red beds; the latter being a rock association that commonly formed during the break-up
of Pangaea during the Mesozoic. (For possible positions of the pieces of continent at the end of the Proterozoic (570 million years ago) see section on plate
tectonics.) At the close of the Proterozoic, animals with
hard shells had developed so that fossils are common
in the subsequent record. The geology from then to
the present is dominated by plate tectonics, at least
for the last 250 million years, and the main
characteristics of the prevailing tectonic regime were
described above. It should be emphasized that this
most familiar era of Earth's history represents only
the last 13 percent of the planet's lifetime.

EVOLUTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
AND HYDROSPHERE
Before 1970 it was widely believed, largely through
the pioneering work of Rubey (1951), that Earth's atmosphere and ocean accumulated slowly over geologic
time, and that accretionary processes played a negligible role in planetary outgassing. This belief arose from
the following observations. (1) Earth is greatly depleted in nonradiogenic rare gases with respect to the
Sun so that the atmosphere is not simply a remnant
of primordial nebular gas. (2) The atmosphere is
greatly enriched in 40Arwith respect to the nonradiogenic rare gases, which indicates that gas is released
from the interior. (3) Volcanic activity is known to
release volatiles. (4) The then accepted thermal models
of Earth required cold accretion of Earth. (5) The volume of gas in the atmosphere is far greater than could
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be released by weathering during the lifetime of the
planet. During the 1970s however, considerable evidence accumulated for catastrophic outgassing of
Earth within a few hundred million years of its formation, followed by relatively trivial juvenile outgassing for the rest of its history. Fanale (1971) showed
that the nonradiogenic rare gas content of Earth is
similar to chondritic meteorites if one assumes that
the nonradiogenic rare gases currently in the atmosphere represent the total inventory for Earth. In this
respect Earth is typical of the meteoritic array. If Earth
and the meteorites formed of similar parent materials
then it follows that Earth is thoroughly outgassed with
respect to Ne, Ar, and Kr, and the nonradiogenic rare
gas inventory has been conserved and not blown off
to space as suggested by Ringwood (1966). Nor has
the inventory been significantly added to by the solar
wind as suggested by Cameron (1964), otherwise the
atmosphere would be preferentially enriched in 20Ne
with respect to meteorites, which is not observed. Ne
and Xe are somewhat anomalous, which Ozima and
Nakazawa (1980) attributed to incorporation into
Earth of a small amount of nebular gas that was
trapped within planetesimals during later stages of
accretion.
Given that Earth is completely outgassed with
respect to the nonradiogenic rare gases, the question
arises as to when this occurred. Fanale (1971) used
several lines of evidence to demonstrate that outgassing took place early. Geochemical arguments for early
pervasive melting and outgassing have already been
reviewed in the section on core formation. Fanale
showed in addition that early outgassing is indicated
by the isotopic composition of rare gases trapped in
modern and ancient beryls. Damon and Kulp (1958)
showed that Precambrian beryls have significantly
greater radiogenic 4He and 40Arcontents than recent
beryls, but negligible amounts of the nonradiogenic
rare gases. They suggested that the high radiogenic
gas content in the old beryls is due to the greater
release rates of the accumulated radiogenic gases,
which in turn resulted from higher radioactive heat
production in the Precambrian. The nonradiogenic
gases are missing because they had all been outgassed
in an earlier catastrophic episode.
While the evidence of early catastrophic outgassing
is convincing, there remains the problem of the fate
of volatiles other than the rare gases such as C, N,
0 , and H . Their near-surface abundances fall far short
of those that would result from complete outgassing

of the interior. Fanale (1971) suggested that significant quantities of these gases remained dissolved in
silicate melts during the early melting event. In effect, an equilibrium developed between the melted interior and the developing atmosphere. Smith (1979)
alternatively argued that, as the outer parts of the
planet cooled, volatiles from the still-outgassing interior would be captured near the surface and form
minerals such as micas and amphiboles. In addition,
he suggested, large amounts of volatiles outgassed to
the surface could be resorbed into the crust and upper
mantle by subduction, during an early era of rapid
recycling of the lithosphere.
The compositions of the early atmosphere and hydrosphere are not known, although what little evidence
exists suggests that the oceans had approximately the
same composition as now, whereas the atmosphere
differed from the present mainly by being oxygen-free.
A roughly constant composition for sea water is suggested by casts of gypsum and halite in sedimentary
rocks 2 billion years old, the presence of limestone in
ancient Precambrian sediments, and the sequence of
minerals in the oldest evaporite deposits (Holland,
1976). A significant difference between present marine
deposits and those of the Precambrian is that the
Precambrian carbonates have consistently higher dolomitelcalcite ratios. Holland (1976), after examining
several possibilities, suggested that the most likely explanation of the difference is that the C 0 2 available
for carbonation did not keep pace with the supply of
M g + 2and C a + *and from weathering. This he attributed to a progressively slower recycling of C 0 2
with time and distribution of carbonates to progressively deeper levels in the lithosphere, both as a consequence of a decreasing thermal gradient with time.
Evidence for an early oxygen-deficient atmosphere
is mainly from two sources: (1) banded iron formations, which as we have already seen, may require
weathering and transport of F e + 2 and, occurring
only under anoxic conditions, and (2) the presence
of detrital uraninite in early Proterozoic sediments
such as the Witwatersrand and Transvaal Systems of
South Africa, which may require oxygen partial pressures of less than
atmospheres for its survival in
the weathering cycle (Holland, 1976).
The buildup of oxygen in the atmosphere probably
resulted largely from photosynthesis (Cloud, 1968;
Schidlowski, 1971). If banded iron formations were
acceptors of photosynthetically produced oxygen, as
suggested by Cloud (1968), then photosynthesis
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started at least as far back as the oldest known banded
iron formations, the 3.76-billion-year-old Isua Formation of west Greenland (Moorbath et al., 1973).
The organisms responsible were probably limited to
primitive, stromatolite-building procaryotes. Procaryotes have their genetic materials dispersed
throughout their cells in contrast to the eucaryotes
whose genetic material is concentrated in a nucleus.
The period from 3.7 billion years ago to the end of
the Archean, 2.5 billion years ago, may have been
one where a rough balance was maintained between
production of oxygen by photosynthesis and its fixation by reaction with Fet2. However, as we have
seen, red beds started to appear in the Proterozoic,
suggesting oxidizing conditions. The amount of oxygen in the atmosphere may still have been extremely
small, most of the oxidation being by ultravioletgenerated ozone, which has reaction rates in weathering far greater than 0 2 (Windley, 1977).
During the early to mid-Proterozoic there appears
to have been a steady buildup of oxygen in the atmosphere, probably as a result of proliferation of procaryotic blue-green algae. By 1.5 billion years ago,
the oxygen content of the atmosphere was sufficient
to support life forms with primitive oxidative metabolisms, and the first oxygen-employing organisms with
organized nuclei (eucaryotes) appear at this time
(Schopf, 1974). The appearance of the eucaryotes was
a major step in the evolution of life, for these
organisms can reproduce sexually so have a greater
potential for diversification than procaryotes.
Schidlowski (1976) suggested that in order to support
the oxygen-metabolizing organisms the oxygen content of the atmosphere must have reached 1 percent
of the present level.
Accumulation of oxygen in the atmosphere would
have resulted in development of a protective ozone
layer by late Precambrian times, thereby opening up
shallow waters and ultimately the land to colonization. During the period from 1.5 billion years ago to
the end of the Precambrian there was considerable
diversification of plant life (Schopf, 1974), probably
largely among the eucaryotes. Toward the end of this
period the first animals appeared ('jellyfish, worms,
sponges), and Cloud (1968) estimated that oxygen
levels in the atmosphere must have been around 3 percent of the present. According to Berkner and Marshall (1967), oxygen contents reached 10 percent of
the present levels by the Silurian (450 million years
ago), and around this time there are the first indica-

tions of land plants. Oxygen appears to have reached
its present level in the atmosphere around 350 million
years ago.

SUMMARY
Earth is an active and evolving planet. During the
final stages of accretion, around 4.6 billion years ago,
the planet was heated enough to trigger core formation. This was probably catastrophic, resulting in pervasive melting and outgassing of the interior. No
record remains of the first 700 million years of Earth's
history, but it must have been an era of intense bombardment that resulted in efficient mixing of the outer
200 km. The era from 3.8 billion years ago, when the
oldest known rocks formed, to around 2.5 billion years
ago was probably one of relatively rapid continent
growth. The atmosphere probably lacked oxygen and
life forms were restricted to the primitive procaryotes.
Much of the ocean formed before this time as a side
effect of core formation, and was similar in composition to present seas. From 2.5 to 1 billion years ago,
continental material appears to have been consolidated
into a few (possibly one) large mass(es). Parts of the
continental basement were episodically mobilized
along linear belts, mainly by vertical movements, not
the large horizontal motions associated with plate tectonics. Paleomagnetic evidence indicates, however,
that the continents were in motion, and subduction
and Phanerozoic-style mountain building may have
occurred around the periphery of the continents. During the Proterozoic Eon the atmosphere became
oxidizing and the first eucaryotes appeared. After 1
billion years ago there was partial breakup of the large
continental masses into pieces that continued to
disperse and reassemble throughout the Phanerozoic.
The oxygen content of the atmosphere continued to
increase until it reached the present level around 350
million years ago. Around this time (400-350 million
years ago) the land was first colonized by plants and
shortly thereafter by animals, and Earth's surface
began to assume its present appearance.
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